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Abstract
Bimanual actions are ubiquitous in daily life. Many coordinated movements of the upper extremities rely on
precise timing, which requires efficient interhemispheric communication via the corpus callosum (CC). As the
CC in particular is known to be vulnerable to traumatic brain injury (TBI), furthering our understanding of its
structure-function association is highly valuable for TBI diagnostics and prognosis. In this study, 21 young
adults with TBI and 17 controls performed object manipulation tasks (insertion of pegs with both hands and
bilateral daily life activities) and cognitive control tasks (i.e., switching maneuvers during spatially and tem-
porally coupled bimanual circular motions). The structural organization of 7 specific subregions of the CC
(prefrontal, premotor/supplementary motor, primary motor, primary sensory, parietal, temporal, and occipital)
was subsequently investigated in these subjects with diffusion tensor imaging (DTI). Findings revealed that
bimanual coordination was impaired in TBI patients as shown by elevated movement time values during daily
life activities, a decreased number of peg insertions, and slower response times during the switching task.
Furthermore, the DTI analysis demonstrated a significantly decreased fractional anisotropy and increased radial
diffusivity in prefrontal, primary sensory, and parietal regions in TBI patients versus controls. Finally, multiple
regression analyses showed evidence of the high specificity of callosal subregions accounting for the variance
associated with performance of the different bimanual coordination tasks. Whereas disruption in commissural
pathways between occipital areas played a role in performance on the clinical tests of bimanual coordina-
tion, deficits in the switching task were related to disrupted interhemispheric communication in prefrontal,
sensory, and parietal regions. This study provides evidence that structural alterations of several subregional
callosal fibers in adults with TBI are associated with differential behavioral manifestations of bimanual motor
functioning.
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Introduction
Many traumatic brain injury (TBI) patients regaintheir abilities for activities of daily living, but are nev-
ertheless faced with severe deficits, such as reduced move-
ment speed and accuracy despite rehabilitation (Chaplin
et al., 1993; Kuhtz-Buschbeck et al., 2003a, 2003b; Rossi and
Sullivan, 1996). Clumsy and slow performance may be a
considerable handicap to these patients, especially if a high
degree of collaboration between the hands is required, such as
opening a bottle, driving a car, playing musical instruments,
or typing. Research on the structural brain alterations that
determine bimanual coordination deficits may facilitate
treatments and may help elucidate the pathophysiology of
motor recovery after TBI.
Functional neuroimaging studies of bimanual coordination
have identified a widespread brain activation pattern in-
cluding the primary sensorimotor cortex (M1/S1), supple-
mentary motor area (SMA), cingulate motor cortex, lateral
premotor cortex, parietal cortex, and subcortical structures,
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such as the basal ganglia and cerebellum (Debaere et al., 2004;
Deiber et al., 2001; Immisch et al., 2001; Jancke et al., 2000a,
2000b; Kermadi et al., 2000; Sadato et al., 1997a, 1997b; Ste-
phan et al., 1999a, 1999b;Wenderoth et al., 2004, 2005a, 2005b;
Wu et al., 2010; for a review, see Swinnen, 2002, and Swinnen
and Wenderoth, 2004). Such a distributed network of cortico-
subcortical regions requires a dedicated structure of white
matter (WM) tracts to communicate essential signals between
the hemispheres. One of these major WM tracts is the corpus
callosum (CC), connecting both homotopic and heterotopic
cortical regions. The CC is composed of densely packed,
myelinated axons and is commonly partitioned into ordered
subareas based on anatomical and functional connectivity
between cortical regions. Studies on patients who underwent
partial or complete callosotomy have demonstrated bimanual
coordination deficits (Eliassen et al., 2000; Larson et al., 2002;
Serrien et al., 2001; Sternad et al., 2007).
There are only a few diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) studies
that have identified WM properties of the CC that vary with
bimanual coordination performance. For example, in a study
of 10 healthy adults, Johansen-Berg and colleagues (2007)
found relationships between bimanual coordination and
fractional anisotropy (FA) of the CC midbody. Bonzano and
associates (2008) reported correlations between FA of the
anterior CC and bimanual finger opposition movements in
patients with multiple sclerosis. Muetzel and colleagues
(2008) also reported regression analyses in which the speed of
alternating finger tapping in adolescents was predicted by FA
of the splenium, gender, and age. These findings are infor-
mative for our understanding of the contribution of callosal
microstructure to bimanual coordination. However, none of
these studies included multiple task conditions, thereby
varying the degree and nature of interhemispheric commu-
nication required.
In addition to these recent studies, DTI studies in TBI pa-
tients have shown abnormal callosal anisotropy values (Ew-
ing-Cobbs et al., 2006, 2008; Kraus et al., 2007; Rutgers et al.,
2008; Wilde et al., 2006; Wozniak et al., 2007). For example,
Wilde and colleagues (2006) found reduced FA values in TBI
patients for the genu, body, and splenium of the CC. The
group also reported correlations betweenmean FA in the total
CC and functional outcome as measured by the dichotomized
Glasgow Outcome Scale. Although these studies revealed a
great deal about the overall microstructural organization of
the CC, they lack direct information about specific subregions
of the CC and how their structural properties relate to bi-
manual coordination deficits.
The present study was designed to overcome the limita-
tions associated with the aforementioned studies by expand-
ing the battery of bimanual tasks to assess a broader
functional repertoire in TBI patients and controls by embrac-
ing clinical and laboratory tasks. The first aim was to deter-
mine whether TBI patients showed an impaired bimanual
coordination performance as compared to normal subjects.
More specifically, we investigated both bimanual object ma-
nipulation tasks (i.e., insertion of pegs and daily life activities),
and cognitive control tasks (requiring switching between
different coordination modes).
Then we explored the microstructural organization of se-
ven CC subregions of interest with DTI. The majority of the
abovementioned DTI studies examined only three subregions
of the CC (genu, body, and splenium), or relied on segmen-
tation of the CC into subregions based on geometric measures
of length and distance, which may not necessarily reflect
functionally distinct regions (such as in Witelson, 1989).
Moreover, earlier subdivisions were often suboptimal be-
cause these were based on experimental work conductedwith
non-human primates. For example, recent work has shown
that callosal fibers connecting the primary motor cortices are
clearly more posterior in humans (Hofer and Frahm, 2006;
Wahl et al., 2007). In our study, we used a tractography-based
parcellation method that is more likely to relate to function-
ality (Behrens et al., 2003; Hofer and Frahm, 2006; Huang
et al., 2006). We subdivided the CC into seven subregions
based on its connections to the (1) prefrontal regions, (2)
premotor and supplementary motor areas, (3) primary motor
cortex, (4) primary sensory cortex, and (5) parietal, (6) tem-
poral, and (7) occipital cortex.
Our ultimate goal was to investigate whether the different
expressions of bimanual motor behavior were associated
with localized and anatomically specific damage according to
the seven CC subregions in TBI patients. Higher-level multi-
metric analyses were employed to specifically characterize
and discriminate behavioral deficits in TBI patients, and to
predict pathology and identify motor outcome measures for
follow-up.
Methods
Participants
Thirty-eight adults participated in the study, including 21
patients with moderate to severe TBI (mean age 25 years 6
months; SD 5 years 4 months; 15 males and 6 females), who
had sustained closed head trauma due to traffic accident or
sport injury that averaged 4 years 3 months prior to the study
(SD 2 years 5 months), and 17 control subjects (mean age 25
years; SD 1 year 8 months; 8 males and 9 females). The TBI
patients were classified as moderate-to-severe based on sev-
eral factors: the post-resuscitation GlasgowComa Scale (GCS)
score when available (mean GCS score 8, SD 3.7; data were
only available for 4 patients), the duration of loss of con-
sciousness (30min or more), the length of post-traumatic
amnesia (> 1 day), the anatomical features of the injury based
on inspection by an expert neuroradiologist, and the injury
mechanism (traffic accidents and falls), or combinations
thereof. Exclusion criteria included: neurosurgery, except for
invasive intracranial pressure monitoring; a history of psy-
chiatric or neurological illness prior to the head injury; a his-
tory of previous TBI; anti-epileptic medication; current or
previous drug or alcohol abuse; or contraindication to mag-
netic resonance imaging (MRI).
The structural MRI scans were inspected and classified by
an experienced neuroradiologist (S.S.) using the scheme of
Adams and associates (1989), which allows the identification
of three grades of diffuse axonal injury (Table 1). In grade 1
there is histological evidence of axonal injury in the white
matter of the cerebral hemispheres, the corpus callosum, the
brainstem, and less commonly, the cerebellum; in grade 2
there is also a focal lesion in the corpus callosum; and in grade
3 there is also a focal lesion in the dorsolateral quadrant or
quadrants of the rostral brainstem. The median severity score
of the TBI patients was 2 (range 0–2.5). Demographic and
neurologic variables are provided in Table 1. The 17 control
subjects had normal medical histories and MRI scans were
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Table 1. Summary of Demographic and Injury Characteristics for the TBI Group
TBI patient no.
Age/gender/handedness
Age at
injury
Acute scan within 24 h
after injury Lesion
location/pathology
MRI scan at examination
Lesion location/pathology
TBI severity
score
TBI 1 27.6/F/RH 25,2 TL contusion, (R) PL
hemorrhage, (L) FL
intraparenchymal
hemorrhagic contusion,
subdural hematoma
Drain tract (R), (L) FL and TL
contusion
2
TBI 2 22.9/F/RH 21,3 (R) FL hemorrhage, (L) FL/TL
and (L) PL and (R) orbito-
frontal cortex contusion
Drain tract (R), hemosiderin
deposits (R) PL and (R)
orbito-frontal cortex
1
TBI 3 22.5/M/RH 17,6 (L) FL shearing injuries,
splenium and body corpus
callosum contusion
(R) FL contusion 1
TBI 4 28.1/M/RH 18,6 FL contusion, (L) FL subdural
hematoma, (L) TL and (R)
PL hemorrhage
Drain tract (L), FL contusion 1.5
TBI 5 17.9/F/RH 12,9 Contusion (location not
specified in available
records)
0
TBI 6 30.8/M/RH 24,8 (L) FL/PL contusion FL shearing injuries
periventricular white
matter
1
TBI 7 34.6/M/RH 28,9 (R ) amygdala and basal
ganglia and (R ) PL
hemorrhage, (L) FL
inflammatory changes
(L) TL contusion 1
TBI 8 16.8/M/RH 9,1 (L ) TL and (L) FL punctiform
and (R ) mesencephalon
contusion, (L) FL and (L)
thalamus hemorrhagic
injuries
Orbito-fronal cortex
contusion, enlarged
ventricles
1
TBI 9 33.8/M/RH 27,9 Drain tract (R), thalamus
injury, corpus callosum
shearing injuries, (R) FL and
(L) inferior FL and (R) OL
contusion
2.5
TBI 10 26.9/F/RH 23,9 FL injuries Drain tract (L), PL and OL/PL
and FL and (R) TL shearing
injuries, slightly enlarged
ventricles
1
TBI 11 28.3/F/RH 21,9 FL and (L) TL perfusion
deficits
Drain tract (R), wide extended
FL contusion, cerebellar
atrophy
2
TBI 12 22.3/M/RH 19,1 Contusion and DAI (location
not specified in available
records)
(L) thalamus and (L) TL and
(L) orbito-frontal cortex and
(L) FL and (R) FL and
central sulcus shearing
injuries
2
TBI 13 31.7/M/RH 29,6 (L) FL/TL hemorrhage and
DAI, FL and TL/OL
shearing injuries
TL and (R) orbito-frontal
cortex and (R) inferior FL
contusion, corpus callosum
degeneration, asymmetric
ventricles, (L) PL shearing
injury
2
TBI 14 16.7/M/RH 14,5 Enlarged (R) lateral ventricle,
(R) hematoma occipital
horn lateral ventricle,
hyperdensity (L) thalamus
and PL/TL, (LH) shearing
injuries
Drain tract (R), (L) corpus
callosum and thalamus and
(R) PL and (L) FL and (R)
TL shearing injuries,
occipital horn lateral
ventricle asymmetrically
enlarged
2
(Continued)
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rated as being normal by a radiologist. All subjects were right-
handed (laterality quotient: TBI: mean 81, range 22–100;
control: mean 92; range 60–100) as verified by the Edinburgh
Handedness Inventory (Oldfield, 1971). The study was ap-
proved by the local ethics committee for biomedical research.
Informed consent was obtained from each patient or from the
patient’s first-degree relatives.
Behavioral testing
Assessment of bimanual coordination was performed us-
ing both clinical and instrumented measures. First, bilateral
items of the TEMPA and the Purdue Pegboard Test were
administered individually to each study participant. Second,
we used a task requiring participants to continuously trace
bimanual circles. Both tasks reveal different aspects of bi-
manual coordination underscoring their complementarity.
TEMPA (Test d’Evaluation de la performance des Mem-
bres Superieurs des Personnes Agees). The TEMPA was
developed by Desroisiers in 1993 and is composed of nine
standardized tasks which simulate activities of daily life. The
clinical utility of the TEMPA was evaluated to be higher than
other tests such as the Jebsen Handfunction Test, Action Re-
search Arm Test, the Nine Hole Peg Test, and Rivermead
Motor Assessment, because the tasks refer to activities of daily
life with the inclusion of bilateral tasks and the use of a variety
of real objects. Its reliability and validity have been shown in
previous studies on aging (Desrosiers et al., 1995a), as well as
in patients with multiple sclerosis (Feys et al., 2002), stroke
(Higgins et al., 2006), and TBI (Moseley and Yap, 2003; Platz
et al., 2001). Four items are unilateral (pick up and move a jar,
pick up a pitcher and pour water into a glass, handle coins,
and pick up and move small objects), and five are bilateral
(open a jar and take a spoonful of coffee, unlock a lock and
open a pill container, write on an envelope and stick on a
stamp, shuffle and deal playing cards, and put a scarf around
one’s neck). Standardized equipment was used for each task.
The outcome parameter used in this study was movement
time (seconds) across the five bilateral tasks. A high score
indicated poor performance.
Purdue Pegboard Test
The Purdue Pegboard Test consists of manipulating small
pins on a board as quickly as possible in a 30-sec time period
(Desrosiers et al., 1995b; Tiffinn and Asher, 1948). The par-
ticipants were allowed to practice with 3 or 4 pins before
starting. The test was performed three times with both hands.
The dependent variable was the mean number of pegs placed
during the 3 trials. Contrary to the previous test, a high score
indicates good performance.
Table 1. (Continued)
TBI patient no.
Age/gender/handedness
Age at
injury
Acute scan within 24 h
after injury Lesion
location/pathology
MRI scan at examination
Lesion location/pathology
TBI severity
score
TBI 15 28.1/M/RH 18,4 Hemosiderin deposits corpus
callosum, DAI, ischemic
injury (L) occipital horn of
lateral ventricle
Drain tract (R), (R)
periventricular white
matter FL and thalamus
injuries, corpus callosum
degeneration
2
TBI 16 27.9/M/RH 24,9 (L) thalamus and (L)
periventricular and corpus
callosum and brainstem
and TL shearing injuries
Drain tract, (L) thalamus and
corpus callosum and (L) TL
shearing injuries
2
TBI 17 30.9/M/RH 28,3 Lesion and location not
specified in available
records
Drain tract (R), (L) inferior TL
contusion, (L) anterior
cingulate and (R) FL and
central sulcus shearing
injuries
2
TBI 18 24.1/M/RH 21,8 (L) FL hematoma, FL
intraparenchymal
hemorrhage,
subarachnoidal bleeding
Drain tract (R), orbito-frontal
cortex and (L) cerebellum
contusion
2
TBI 19 19.2/M/RH 16,5 Lesion and location not
specified in available
records
Drain tract (R), corpus
callosum degeneration,
central sulcus and SMA and
corpus callosum shearing
injuries
2
TBI 20 26.3/M/RH 23,6 Contusion location not
specified in available
records
Corpus callosum and body
nucleus caudatus shearing
injury
2
TBI 21 20.6/F/RH 18,1 Diffuse axonal injuries, (L)
FL/TL/PL subdural
hematoma, FL contusion,
injuries corpus callosum
FL and (R) PL contusion,
orbito-frontal cortex
shearing injuries, enlarged
ventricles
2
RH, right hemisphere; LH, left hemisphere; FL, frontal lobe; TL, temporal lobe; PL, parietal lobe; OL, occipital lobe; R, right; L, left; TBI,
traumatic brain injury; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; RH, right-handed; LH, left-handed; M, male; F, female.
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Switching task
Besides clinical testing, participants were required to
switch between coordination modes while making spatially
and temporally coupled circular motions with joysticks. This
task assesses cognitive control processes that are particularly
affected in TBI patients (Cicerone et al., 2005; Powell and
Voeller, 2004; Rees et al., 2007). We used a protocol that has
been used in an fMRI study in young and elderly healthy
subjects (Coxon et al., 2010). For each hand, the direction of
circling could be either clockwise (CW) or counter-clockwise
(CCW). An auditory metronome was used for pacing such
that participants completed one circle per tone. Four possible
bimanual movement patterns were introduced: inward circles
(left hand CW, right hand CCW), outward circles (left hand
CCW, right hand CW), clockwise circles (both hands CW),
and counter-clockwise circles (both hands CCW). Inward and
outward circling are symmetric bimanual movements, and
clockwise/counterclockwise circling are asymmetric. A con-
stant visual display was shown comprising two white circles,
each with a curved white bar immediately above, and a cen-
tral fixation cross on a black background. Instruction cues
were conveyed by arrows, visible for 800msec (Fig. 1). Green
arrows were used as imperative cues. The initial pattern to
adopt was indicated by two green arrows. A single green
arrow pointing opposite to the actual movement direction
indicated that the right hand must change direction (SW,
switch). This resulted in a change of movement pattern from
asymmetric to symmetric circling (SW-SYMM, easy switch),
or from symmetric to asymmetric circling (SW-ASYMM, hard
switch). A single green arrow pointing in the same direction
as the actual movement indicated that no change was neces-
sary for the right hand (continue). In both cases, the left hand
was to maintain moving in the already established direction.
White arrows indicated the correct movement pattern 4 sec
after the imperative cue. For participants, this served as con-
firmation that they were performing the correct pattern, or it
provided an opportunity to correct their error.
Prior to the experiment, participants received a description
of the task and themaximum stable movement frequency was
determined. Participants made circular motions about the
wrist and metacarpophalangeal joints with their left and right
index fingers by means of two custom joysticks, with their
forearms supported at approximately 45 from the horizontal.
They were cued to move in an asymmetric pattern (both
hands CW or CCW), and metronome frequency was in-
creased every 8 sec from 1–3Hz in 0.25-Hz increments. The
participant’s maximum stable movement frequency was de-
termined by online inspection of the relative tangential angle
(Carson et al., 1997). When either a spontaneous transition
occurred or the temporal relationship to themetronome could
no longer be maintained, the maximum stable frequency was
recorded. Participants were paced at 50% of their maximum.
This procedure served to establish common relative speeds,
equating the difficulty of bimanual circling between groups.
After establishing the maximum movement frequency, par-
ticipants performed a training session to ensure that each
subject could perform the task proficiently.
During the experiment, subjects performed five trial blocks,
each 352 sec in duration. A block comprised alternating
movement (68 sec) and rest (20 sec) epochs to avoid fatigue.
There were 14 switch trials, 14 continue trials, 4 reverse trials,
and 32 confirmation trials per block. Reverse trials were sig-
naled by two green arrows, cueing a switch of both hands.
They were included to change left hand direction within a
movement epoch, but were of no interest for the analysis. One
of the four possible movement patterns was used as an initial
pattern for each movement epoch and the order was coun-
terbalanced across runs. In total, there were 70 switch trials of
the right hand (35 SW-SYMM and 35 SW-ASYMM) and 70
continue trials. It is important to note that only the switch
trials were accompanied by a cognitive load.
Joystick movements were registered by two compatible
optical encoders (spatial resolution 0.18) mounted along or-
thogonal axes. Custom LabVIEW software recorded the two-
dimensional kinematics of each joystick (sample rate 100Hz)
FIG. 1. Set-up of motor switching task (SwRT, switch response time; CW, clockwise; CCW, counter-clockwise; SW-SYMM,
switch to symmetric circling; SW-ASYMM, switch from symmetric to asymmetric circling; RH, right hand; LH, left hand).
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and generated the visual display. Cues were projected onto a
screen and viewed via a 45mirror. Participants could see the
visual display but the joysticks were obscured.
MATLAB 7.7 (Mathworks, Sherborn, MA) was used to
analyze the kinematic data of the switching task. For each
hand a continuous estimate of angular velocity was deter-
mined by x =dh/dt with h= arctan(x/y), where x and y de-
scribe the mean corrected values for vertical and horizontal
joystick displacements, respectively. A second-order Butter-
worth low-pass filter (cutoff 5Hz) was applied to x. For trials
when the right hand changed direction, switch response time
(SwRT) was determined as the interval between stimulus
onset and the first zero crossing of x, indicating that cycling
direction had reversed. This measure is an indication of the
speed with which an ongoing coordination pattern is sup-
pressed and a different coordination pattern is adopted. Ad-
ditionally, the duration of partial contralateral disruptions
was recorded when left-hand circling velocity ceased (x = 0
for at least 200msec) or transiently reversed (e.g., +x to -x
for at least 100msec), followed by the resumption of correct
left-hand circling. This measure reflects to what extent the
performer is able to perform the switch selectively with the
right hand while the left hand continues its motion (i.e., di-
vision of attention).
MRI data acquisition
Diffusion tensor images were acquired with a 3-T Magne-
tom Trio MRI scanner (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) using
the following parameters ( Jones and Leemans, 2011): single
shot spin-echo; slice thickness 2.9mm; repetition time
7200msec, echo time 81msec, number of diffusion directions
64, diffusion weighting 1000 sec/mm2, number of sagittal
slices 56, in-plane resolution 2.2 · 2.2mm2 with a field of view
of 210 · 210mm2.
Moreover, for all subjects a high-resolution T1-weighted
structural image was acquired using magnetization prepared
rapid gradient echo for anatomical detail (repetition time
2300msec, echo time 2.98msec, in-plane resolution 1· 1mm2
with a field of view of 240· 256mm2, 160 sagittal slices with
1.1mm thickness). These structural MRI scans were investi-
gated by an expert neuroradiologist to indicate the location
and type of pathology (e.g., shearing or hemorrhage), and
identify the degree of diffuse axonal injury (Table 1).
DTI processing. The DTI data were analyzed and pro-
cessed using the following multi-step procedure: (1) The raw
diffusion-weighted data and the non-diffusion-weighted im-
ages were loaded into ExploreDTI (Leemans et al., 2009), and
we looped through the separate diffusion-weighted imaging
volumes at a high frame rate to check for any obvious artifacts
in the data, such as large signal dropouts and geometric dis-
tortions. Moreover, we inspected the images in different or-
thogonal views (i.e., not only in the image plane that the data
were acquired in) to detect any interslice and intravolume
instabilities (e.g., the ‘‘zebra pattern’’). We also quickly tog-
gled between the views of the first and last acquired diffusion
weighted image to observe subtle system drifts. Finally, we
checked the residual map (as shown in Fig. 2C), reflecting the
difference between the modeled and the measured signal
(Tournier et al., 2011). With such a residuals map one can
detect artifacts that are not always visible on the FAmap or on
the individual diffusion-weighted images. (b) The DTI data
sets were corrected for subject motion and eddy current-
induced geometric distortions (Leemans and Jones, 2009). In
summary, the diffusion-weighted images were realigned
to the non-diffusion-weighted image using an affine co-
registration method based on mutual information with cubic
interpolation to resample the images (Klein et al., 2010).
During this correction procedure, the b-matrix was adjusted
for the rotational component of subject motion to ensure
correct diffusion tensor estimates. (c) The diffusion tensor
model was fitted to the data using the Levenberg-Marquardt
non-linear regression method (Marquardt, 1963). The diffu-
sion measures FA and axial (AD) and radial diffusivity (RD)
were subsequently calculated as described previously (Basser
and Pierpaoli, 1996). FA values range from 0 to 1, where 0
represents maximal isotropic diffusion (i.e., equal amount of
diffusion in all directions), or lack of directional organization,
and 1 represents maximal anisotropic diffusion (i.e., only
movement parallel to the major axis of a WM tract), and
higher values reflecting more organized tissues such as in
WM tracts. Analyses of axial and radial diffusivity may pro-
vide more specific information about the mechanisms that
underlie changes in WM following injury (Song et al., 2002,
2005). Axial diffusivity (the first eigenvalue, AD) represents
the diffusivity along the first eigenvector, which is assumed to
lie parallel with the fiber pathways. Increases in AD are
thought to reflect pathology of the axon itself, such as from
trauma (Sidaros et al., 2008). Radial diffusivity (average of the
second and third eigenvalues) assesses diffusion perpendic-
ular to the main diffusion direction, and appears to be more
strongly correlated with myelin abnormalities, either dys-
myelination or demyelination (Sidaros et al., 2008). Values of
AD and RD are positive, with the AD always larger than the
RD (for regions with FA > 0). (d) We re-inspected the data in
three orthogonal planes in a loop format to ensure that the
motion/distortion correction was performed correctly, and
that no additional artifacts were introduced into the data. (e)
DTI data were transformed to MNI space to maximize uni-
formity in terms of inter-subject brain angulation. In doing so,
the subregions of the CC in the subsequent fiber tractography
analysis can be defined in a standardizedway. The first step in
the DTI co-registration process to MNI space consisted of the
construction of a population-basedMNI template (Mori et al.,
2008; Van Hecke et al., 2008). With this template, an affine,
and subsequently a high-dimensional non-affine DTI-based
co-registration technique could be applied to obtain the final
DTI data sets in MNI space (Leemans et al., 2005; Van Hecke
et al., 2007). In the non-affine co-registration approach, the
images are modeled as a viscous fluid, imposing a constraint
on the local deformation field. During normalization, the Ja-
cobian is constrained to reduce the chance of forcing the un-
derlying brain structures in an anatomically non-plausible
way. This viscous fluid model was optimized for aligning
multiple diffusion tensor components, and has been applied
successfully in a wide range of applications, for which ad-
justing for morphological inter-subject (and inter-group) dif-
ferences, such as, for instance, ventricle size, is considered to
be of paramount importance (Hecke et al., 2010; Hsu et al.,
2010; Sage et al., 2009; Verhoeven et al., 2010). Based on a
recently developed simulation framework, the non-affine
DTI-based co-registration method, in particular, has been
shown to provide highly accurate registration results (Van
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Hecke et al., 2009). (f) Deterministic streamline tractography
of the CC was performed for each subject by manually
drawing regions of interest in ExploreDTI (Leemans et al.,
2009) by the same operator ( J.G.), who was blinded to the
group status of the subjects and the findings of the behavioral
tests. FA thresholds to initiate and continue tracking were set
to 0.15; the maximum angle was thresholded at 40; and step
size was 1mm. Tractography was performed using two-
dimensional regions of interest at the midline of the brain. All
regions of interest were drawn according to specific anatom-
ical landmarks, and a priori determined rules that were fol-
lowed carefully and consistently for each subject (Catani and
de Thiebaut, 2008). Intra- and inter-rater reliability of this
approach have been shown in a previous study in patients
with progressive supranuclear palsy (Ito et al., 2008).
Definition of the subregions of the CC. According to the
recently described paradigms by Hofer and Frahm (2006) and
Huang and associates (2006), the CC was partitioned into
seven subregions on the mid-sagittal plane as follows. CC1
was the most anterior segment covering the first sixth of the
CC and containing fibers projecting into the prefrontal corti-
ces. CC2 comprised the remainder of the anterior half of
the CC, containing fibers projecting to premotor and sup-
plementary motor cortical areas. CC3 was defined as the
posterior half minus the posterior third, comprising fibers
projecting into the primary motor cortex. CC4, representing
the posterior one-third minus the posterior one-fourth, re-
ferred to primary sensory fibers. The most posterior area of
the CC, the splenium, was defined as the posterior one-fourth.
The splenium was further subdivided into three segments
based on the fact that, unlike other segments, the splenium is
occupied by three different populations of fibers that connect
three different lobes of the brain. These included fibers con-
necting the parietal lobes (CC5), temporal lobes (CC6), and
occipital lobes (CC7). This resulted in a parcellation of the
corpus callosum by introducing vertical subdivisions, similar
to the Witelson classification (Witelson, 1989), but with re-
spect to the outcome of the fiber tractography. The callosal
parietal, temporal, and occipital fiber bundles overlapped and
could not be separated by these vertical subdivisions. The
resulting callosal parcellations are shown in Figure 3A. Mean
values of FA, AD, and RD were obtained from the mid-
sagittal segments only, rather than from the entire CC path-
ways, as shown in Figure 3B and C. In doing so, data
contamination originating from crossing fiber areas (or, more
generally, partial volume effects) are avoided, fulfilling the
assumption of the second-rank diffusion tensor model. Before
passing any maps into further analyses, we visualized the
color-coded FA, (Fig. 2D), MD (Fig. 2G), AD (Fig. 2H), and RD
(Fig. 2I) maps in three orthogonal orientations to check for any
obvious artifacts.
FIG. 2. Axial view of an exemplary diffusion tensor imaging dataset of a traumatic brain injury patient (severity score 2) at
the level of the corpus callosum. (A) Diffusion-weighted image. (B) Non-diffusion-weighted image. (C) Diffusion tensor
residual map (yellow =high residuals; red = low residuals). (D) Color-coded fractional anisotropy (FA). (E) Second eigen-
value. (F) Third eigenvalue. (G) Mean diffusivity. (H) Axial diffusivity. (I) Radial diffusivity.
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Statistical analysis
For the outcome measures of the clinical tests (Purdue
Pegboard Test and TEMPA), two-sample t-tests were per-
formed for comparing the TBI group with the control group.
Switch response time and the duration of partial disrup-
tions were subjected to analysis of variance (ANOVA), with
the between-subjects factor group (TBI, young), and within-
subject factors resultant pattern (SW-SYMM and SW-
ASYMM), and switch direction of the right hand (CW, CCW).
A multivariate approach to repeated-measures ANOVA
was also used to examine microstructural differences among
the 7CC regions. The within-subjects factor was CC region
with 7 levels; the between-subjects factor included group (TBI
versus comparison group). Post-hoc comparisons (Tukey’s
honestly significant difference) explored between-group dif-
ferences for each subregion. The dependent variables were
FA, AD, and RD.
Stepwise regression analyses were conducted within the
TBI group only to assess the contributions of FA to task
performance. Clinical measures and instrumented measures
of bimanual coordination were entered as the dependent
variables. Independent variables included the FA of the
7CC regions. The F-to-enter was 1.0 and the F-to-remove
was 0.5. The resulting standardized regression coefficient b
(beta) quantified the strength of the association between
bimanual task performance and the respective independent
variables.
FIG. 3. The corpus callosum (CC) divided into seven subregions and displayed on a 3-D T1 image for a typical control
subject: (1) prefrontal region (blue), (2) premotor and supplementary motor region (orange), (3) primary motor region (green),
(4) primary sensory region (red), (5) parietal region (yellow), (6) temporal region (magenta), and (7) occipital region (cyan).
(A) Sagittal view of all reconstructed callosal fibers comprising bundles projecting into the seven subregions. (B and C) Axial
(inferior) and sagittal views of the mid-sagittal fiber bundle segments for each CC subregion. The boundaries of these bundle
segments were defined at 1 cm laterally from the mid-sagittal plane.
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Finally, the grades of diffuse axonal injury were also used
to assess relationships between FA of the 7CC subregions and
severity score. To this end, we applied the Spearman’s rank
correlation within the TBI group.
All statistical analyses were calculated with Statistica 8
(Statsoft, Inc., Tulsa, OK) using an alpha level of 0.05. Results
are reported as mean– standard error.
Results
Clinical tests
Behaviorally, patients with a history of TBI performed
worse on clinical measures of bimanual coordination relative
to controls (Fig. 4A and B). There was an effect of group on
number of pegs in the bimanual condition of the Purdue
Pegboard Test [t(35)= 4.24, p< 0.001; mean for controls: 13
pegs; mean for TBI patients: 11 pegs], and on the summary
score for the TEMPA bimanual tasks [t(36) = - 5.81, p< 0.001;
mean for controls: 9.72 sec; mean for TBI patients: 13.27 sec].
Instrumented task: Bimanual switching
For right-hand SwRT (Fig. 4C), there were main effects of
resultant pattern, with SW-ASYMM trials requiring more
time than SW-SYMM trials [F(1,34) = 55.16, p< 0.001; SW-
ASYMM 746– 30msec; SW-SYMM662 – 28msec], and group,
with TBI patients responding more slowly compared with
controls [F(1,34) = 8.89, p < 0.01; TBI patients 764 – 27msec;
controls 645– 29msec]. The group effect was not due to dif-
ferences in movement frequency, as the two groups did not
differ in maximal stable frequencies. In other words, both
groups moved at equal rates (50% of individual maximum
stable frequency: controls 1.16 – 0.02Hz; TBI 1.15 – 0.02Hz;
two-sample t-test, p= 0.78). No other effects reached signifi-
cance (notably, there was only one marginally significant in-
teraction effect between the factors resultant pattern and
direction, F(1,34) = 3.95, p< 0.10). For the duration of partial
disruptions in the left hand during right hand switch ma-
neuvers (Fig. 4D), there was only a main effect of resultant
pattern, with longer disruptions for SW-ASYMM than SW-
SYMM [F(1,25) = 7.90, p< 0.01].
Group differences in diffusion tensor
imaging measures
DTI measurements (FA, AD, and RD) obtained for the 7
subregions of the CC are summarized in Figure 5.
Significantly lower FA values were found for the CC subre-
gions in the TBI group compared to controls [groupmain effect,
F(1,36)=36.43, p<0.001]. FA differed in different callosal regions
[region main effect, F(6,216)=22.53, p<0.001]. The significant
group· region interaction [F(6,216)=5.63, p<0.001] revealed
that FA was significantly lower in the TBI than in the control
group in the prefrontal ( p<0.05), primary sensory (p<0.001),
and parietal regions (p<0.001). Moreover, analysis of each
group separately revealed consistent differences in FA across the
CC subregions in the control subjects. Post-hoc comparisons
showed that the FA values of the occipital and parietal regions
were significantly different than those in all other regions (all p
values<0.01) except for the premotor/supplementary motor
region. The highest FA values (approaching 0.8) were observed
in the occipital and parietal regions.
For AD, representing diffusivity along the principal diffu-
sion direction (i.e., the first eigenvector of the diffusion
FIG. 4. Behavioral task performance. (A) number of pegs on the Purdue Pegboard Test. (B) Movement time on the TEMPA.
(C) Switch response time (SwRT) of the right hand. (D) Duration of partial contralateral disruptions. Within-subjects factors
were resultant pattern (switch to symmetric circling, SW-SYMM, or SW-ASYMM, switch to asymmetric circling), and switch
direction of the right hand (clockwise, CW, or counter-clockwise, CCW; TBI, white bars; control, black bars; **p< 0.01;
***p< 0.001 for the TBI group compared to controls; TBI, traumatic brain injury).
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tensor), only the main effects of region [F(6,216) = 50.45,
p < 0.001] and group [F(1,36) = 17.84, p< 0.001] were signifi-
cant. The AD was significantly higher in TBI patients than
controls, but this effect did not vary with region. The signifi-
cant main effect of region was further examined with a post-
hoc test (Tukey). The lowest AD values were observed in the
parietal and occipital regions. Specifically, the AD of the oc-
cipital region was significantly lower than those in all other
regions (all p values < 0.001). In addition, the AD of the pari-
etal subregion was significantly lower than the AD values of
the prefrontal, primarymotor, primary sensory, and temporal
subregions (all p values < 0.001). Finally, differences between
the prefrontal and premotor region on the one hand, and the
primary motor, primary sensory, and temporal region on the
other hand, were also significant (all p values < 0.001).
The RD, a measure of diffusivity perpendicular to the main
fiber orientation, showed main effects of region [F(6,216) =
27.86, p < 0.001] and group [F(1,36) = 36.24, p< 0.001]. RD
was significantly elevated in the TBI versus the control group
in the prefrontal ( p< 0.05), primary sensory ( p< 0.001), and
parietal regions ( p < 0.001) [interaction group · region,
F(6,216) = 5.50, p < 0.001]. Consequently, it appears that pri-
marily the radial diffusivities were driving the group differ-
ences in FA.
In addition, consistently higher standard deviations of the
diffusion measures were found for the TBI group relative to
controls, demonstrating greater variability in the DTI mea-
sures for the TBI group.
Multiple regression analyses
A series of stepwise multiple regressions were applied to
the TBI data with outcome measures of the bimanual
coordination tests as dependent variables. Independent vari-
ables included the FA of the 7 subregions of the CC. We de-
termined which CC region was related to the bimanual
coordination tasks. Because of the minor impact of the type of
motor switching task, its four coordination patterns were
combined in the subsequent analysis. Moreover, only FA was
considered as a DTI metric in these analyses, because it has
been suggested to be the most important DTI marker in pa-
tients with brain injury (Assaf and Pasternak, 2008; Mori and
van Zijl, 2002).
Both outcome variables of the clinical bimanual coordina-
tion tests (Purdue Pegboard Test and TEMPA) were signifi-
cantly correlated with FA of the occipital region, indicating
that better bimanual coordination is associated with higher
FA values within the occipital region. These models ac-
counted overall for 54% (TEMPA, b = - 0.55, p < 0.001) and
61% (Purdue Pegboard Test, b= 0.75, p < 0.001) of the variance
in performance.
Stepwise multiple regression analyses selected many CC
regions as independent variables associated with the switch-
ing task. Switch reaction time showed a significant regression
with FA of the CC primary sensory region (b = - 0.47,
p < 0.05). Hence, lower switch response times were associated
with a higher WM anisotropy in the primary sensory region.
FA of the prefrontal region (b = - 0.41, p< 0.10) was margin-
ally significantly correlated with the switch response times,
with higher FA being related to shorter switch reaction times.
In addition, a stepwise multiple regression analysis selected
FA of the parietal region (b = - 0.56, p< 0.01) as an indepen-
dent variable, which was negatively associated with the du-
ration of partial contralateral disruptions. In other words,
higher FA was associated with shorter contralateral disrup-
tions. It is important to note that the multiple regression an-
alyses were not significant within the control group for both
object themanipulation tasks and the cognitive control task. A
summary of the regression analyses is shown in Table 2 and
Figure 6.
FIG. 5. Diffusion parameters, mean, and standard error (SD) for each corpus callosum region for both groups (*p< 0.05,
***p< 0.001, whereby the TBI group was compared to controls; TBI, traumatic brain injury).
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Interestingly, the severity score (according to Adams et al.,
1989) showed a significant correlation with FA of the pre-
motor/supplementary motor region (r= - 0.43, p < 0.05) and
parietal region (r = - 0.48, p < 0.05). The higher the severity
score, the lower the FA value in the premotor/supplementary
motor region and parietal region.
Discussion
This study shows that quantitative DTI information can link
the microstructural organization of specific CC substructures
and behavioral functions in TBI patients. Bimanual coordina-
tionwas assessedwith a unique set of tasks, spanning daily life
object manipulation to cognitive control tasks. First, we will
report bimanual coordination deficits in TBI patients. Then
WM measures of the 7 specific subregions of the CC will be
addressed. Finally, correlations between WM organization of
theCC subregions anddifferential behavioralmanifestations of
bimanual motor functioning will be discussed.
Bimanual coordination deficits in TBI patients
TBI patients demonstrated difficulties with bimanual co-
ordination, presenting elevated movement time values dur-
ing daily life activities, a decreased number of pegs
manipulated, and slower response times during the switching
task. There is only limited previous evidence of impaired bi-
manual coordination performance following TBI, despite the
fact that slowing of motor functions is a frequent clinical
outcome in these patients (Levin et al., 1990). Congruent with
our results, earlier studies showed deficits in upper-limb
speed and dexterity in children after TBI with the Bruininks-
Oseretsky Test of Motor Proficiency (Chaplin et al., 1993;
Wallen et al., 2001), and pegboard tasks (Bowen et al., 1997).
However, these studies focused on childhood TBI. In a study
by Asikainen and associates (1999), the Purdue Pegboard Test
also differentiated between TBI patients with good and
moderate or severe disability (according to the Glasgow
Outcome Scale score) at the end of the follow-up, and
FIG. 6. Plots indicating the relationships between the behavioral task scores and fractional anisotropy (FA) of specific
corpus callosum (CC) subregions. Whereas FA in commissural pathways between occipital areas played a role in perfor-
mance on the clinical tests of bimanual coordination (A–C), deficits in the switching task were related to disrupted inter-
hemispheric communication in the prefrontal, sensory, and parietal regions (F–H). The clinical tests of bimanual coordination
did not correlate significantly with FA of the prefrontal (B), primary sensory (D), and parietal subregions, neither did FA of
the occipital CC subregion with switching task performance (I). (E) The sagittal view of the CC is divided into seven
subregions: (1) prefrontal region (yellow), (2) premotor and supplementary motor region (red), (3) primary motor region
(cyan), (4) primary sensory region (orange), (5) parietal region (blue), (6) temporal region (magenta), and (7) occipital region
(green). Color image is available online at www.liebertpub.com/neu
Table 2. Linear Regression Models Predicting Bimanual Coordination from FA of the CC Subregions
Prefrontal Premotor Supplementary motor Primary motor Primary sensory Parietal Temporal Occipital
Model R^2 b p b p b p b p b p b p b p
1 0.55 –0.56 0.01
2 0.64 0.61 0.003
3 0.31 –0.41 0.07 –0.47 0.05
4 0.41 –0.55 0.01
Each model is referred to with a number in the leftmost column, representing the models: [1] movement time TEMPA; [2] number of pegs
Purdue pegboard; [3] switch reaction time; [4] duration partial disruptions.
FA, fractional anisotropy; CC, corpus callosum; TEMPA, Test d’Evaluation de la performance des Membres Superieurs des Personnes
Agees.
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predicted incapacity for employment (i.e., those with worse
outcomes being slower).
The kinematic results of the cognitive control task showed
that switching to the more difficult asymmetric movement
pattern requiredmore time, and resulted inmore contralateral
disruptions than when the switch resulted in symmetric
movements. These and other facets of rhythmic bimanual
coordination dynamics have been reported in normal subjects
(Byblow et al., 1999, 2000; Wenderoth and Weigelt, 2009).
Here we extend these observations by exemplifying more
pronounced cognitive control deficits in the TBI patients. The
patient group took longer to implement pattern change via
the right hand than the control subjects. These results are
consistent with previous studies using different cognitive
task-switching paradigms in TBI (Larson et al., 2006; Schro-
eter et al., 2007). These switching deficits in TBI patients may
be related to attentional problems when transferring between
different motor tasks (Park et al., 2009). In other words, pa-
tients with TBI have difficulty shifting attention in order to
perform on-line modification of motor patterns during the
execution of complex movements.
To summarize, this general slowing in switching among
bimanual coordination patterns supports the notion that the
monitoring of speed-associated movement parameters may
be useful to trace the course of restitution of motor function
during rehabilitation in TBI patients.
Group differences in diffusion tensor imaging
We found that mean FA in several subregions of the CC
was lower in a young group suffering from moderate-to-
severe TBI when compared with a control group that was
matched for demographic variables. These findings extend
those of previous pediatric and adult DTI studies showing
WM disruption in the CC following TBI (Chan et al., 2003;
Ewing-Cobbs et al., 2006, 2008; Huisman et al., 2004; Kraus
et al., 2007; Rutgers et al., 2008; Wilde et al., 2006; Wozniak
et al., 2007). However, in contrast to previous work only ad-
dressing three subregions of the CC or using the Witelson
classification, we explored themicrostructural organization of
7 single regions of interest using a fine-tuned parcellation
method with anatomical/functional relevance.
First, we demonstrated significantly lower FA in the pre-
frontal subregion of the CC of our TBI patients compared with
controls. Alteration of this DTI metric in the genu suggests im-
paired tissue organization of prefrontal and frontal fibers in-
volved in motor planning and in regulating cognition and
emotion (Levin et al., 2004; Max et al., 2005). The primary sen-
sory subregion was also affected in the TBI group, compromis-
ing the interhemispheric transfer of sensory information.
Recently, there have been a few DTI investigations of possible
involvement of the sensory pathways in the pathogenesis of
motor deficits in TBI (Caeyenberghs et al., 2010a, 2010b). Spe-
cifically, decreased FAwas found in the TBI group in dedicated
pathways involved in the transmission of afferent information,
such as the posterior thalamic radiation. Finally, we found FA to
be decreased in the parietal subregion of the CC.
To further specify the observed microstructural diffusion
changes in TBI patients, we also examined the axial (AD) and
radial (RD) diffusivity parameters. Changes in RD in the ab-
sence of changes in AD have been associated with changes in
myelin structure (Beaulieu, 2002; Song et al., 2002), whereas
changes in AD in the absence of changes in RD have been
related to an increase in axon diameter (Dougherty et al., 2007).
Here we found that the increase in diffusivity was distributed
across both AD and RD. This pattern differs from acute animal
models of axonal injury and demyelination. For example, 12
weeks of cuprizone treatment in the mouse resulted in demy-
elination and produced a decrease in AD followed by an in-
crease in RD in the CC (Sun et al., 2006). The decrease in AD
was transient andhad fully recovered at the time the increase in
RD occurred. The cause of this decrease in the acute mouse
model might be transient extra-axonal processes inhibiting or
disrupting linear water motility (e.g., inflammation and cyto-
toxic edema). Similar results were found in studies by Mac
Donald and colleagues (2007a, 2007b). They observed reduc-
tions in FA and increases in AD in the first few hours after a
cortical contusion in experimental models of TBI, and these
early changes reflected axonal damage (Song et al., 2002). One
to 4 weeks after trauma, FA values remained decreased,
whereas axial diffusivity ‘‘pseudo-normalized’’ and radial dif-
fusivity increased. Furthermore, in a longitudinal study in TBI
adults a decrease of FA was found in all investigated WM
regions in the late subacute stage (– 8 weeks post-injury), due
to decreased AD and increased RD (Sidaros et al., 2008).
In the case of our chronic TBI patients,weobserved increases
in both AD and RD, which could be explained by decreased
axonal packing within a voxel, allowing for increased diffu-
sivity in all orientations. An increase in extra-axonal fluid could
be due to thinning ofmyelin or a decrease in axonal diameter or
both. The possibility of thinning of myelin is supported by the
observation that the increase in diffusivity of the CC was more
apparent in RD than AD. Kraus and colleagues (2007) found
similar changes in TBI adults with the average time from injury
being 10 years. Our findings are also consistent with a recent
pediatric TBI study (Ewing-Cobbs et al., 2008) showing a sig-
nificant reduction in FA and increased RD in the genu (pre-
frontal), posteriormidbody (primarymotor), isthmus (primary
sensory), and splenium (parietal, temporal, and occipital) in 41
children and adolescents with TBI.
It is important to note that the measured FA distribution in
the controls is in general agreement with previous studies
using DTI (Chepuri et al., 2002; Madden et al., 2004), or light/
electron microscopy techniques in post-mortem brains
(Aboitz et al., 1992). For example, Aboitiz and associates
(1992) revealed a consistent pattern of regional differentiation
of fiber types in the CC: thin, largely unmyelinated and
densely packed fibers were present predominantly in the
genu and splenium of the CC. In contrast, larger-diameter,
myelinated, and less densely packed fibers were concentrated
in the posterior midbody of the CC (i.e., the primary motor
region). This regional differentiation of fiber types and den-
sities is paralleled by a regional differentiation of FA, with
higher values where thin densely packed CC fibers predom-
inate (Hofer and Frahm, 2006). These structural differences
are in line with the observation of the lowest FA values in the
primary motor/sensory areas and temporal subregions, and
the highest FA values in the occipital fiber bundle.
Structural organization of the corpus callosum
and its relation to bimanual coordination
Our study is the first to identify relations of DTI metrics
with bimanual coordination in TBI patients in the context of
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clinical and instrumented tests. Regional callosal FA values
showed striking differential relationships with specific bi-
manual coordination tasks, as discussed next.
First, performance on the Purdue Pegboard Test and
TEMPA was significantly related to FA within the occipital
regions of the CC, indicating that individual differences in the
occipital subregion directly accounted for performance vari-
ation on these clinical tests of bimanual coordination. It is
noteworthy that both the TEMPA and the Purdue Pegboard
Test involve precise manual control based on on-line proces-
sing of visual information. The splenium has known projec-
tions to the occipital areas of the brain, which represent an
important medium for visual information processing. Our
finding is consistent with a previous report in individuals
with human immunodeficiency virus that also revealed the
CC splenium to be a significant independent variable of speed
of fine finger movements and grooved pegboard performance
(Pfefferbaum et al., 2007). In another study, higher FA in the
splenium of children with TBI was again associated with
faster interference resolution on an inhibition task, which in-
volved processing of visual information (Wilde et al., 2006).
Accordingly, it appears that disruptions in commissural
pathways between occipital areas plays a limiting role in the
performance on the visuomotor TEMPA and Purdue Peg-
board Tests in these TBI patients.
Second, the regression analyses provided evidence that
deficits in motor task switching are related to disrupted in-
terhemispheric communication in the prefrontal, sensory,
and parietal areas. This is consistent with the notion that
switching is a complex task based on a distributed parieto-
frontal network of brain areas (see Coxon et al., 2010 for
elaboration of the functional activations associated with this
task). Parietal participation in the switching task is in ac-
cordance with the proposal that spatial aspects of direc-
tionally incompatible movements are integrated in the
parietal cortex (Wenderoth et al., 2004, 2005b). Furthermore,
it was found that coordination of directional information
between the hands is abandoned by posterior callosotomy
(Eliassen et al., 1999).
Third, the motor switching task was also marginally cor-
related with FA of the prefrontal CC subregion. Other studies
also identified significant relations between motor task per-
formance and FA in the genu. For example, Bonzano and
colleagues (2008) found that bimanual coordination perfor-
mance in patients with multiple sclerosis was mainly linked
with white matter organization of the anterior part of the CC
(regions 1 and 2). Similar results were obtained in another
study showing that visuomotor interhemispheric transfer was
best predicted by mean diffusivity in the genu of alcoholics
(Schulte et al., 2005). The switching task in our study required
flexible adjustments of motor behavior and adaptations to
sudden environmental contingencies, which are an expres-
sion of executive functioning (Gilbert and Burgess, 2008).
Moreover, the functional MRI activations involved in motor
task switching (Coxon et al., 2010), including the dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex and superior/inferior parietal lobes, are
consistent with our finding of a relation between improved
performance on the switching task and higher FA in the pa-
rietal and prefrontal regions.
Finally, performance on the motor switching task was also
significantly correlated with FA in the primary sensory re-
gions. Higher FA within the primary sensory region was as-
sociated with shorter contralateral disruptions, evidencing
more successful switching behavior.
Several limitations in our current study must be identified.
One issue requiring further consideration is the impact of
general ability. An alternative strategy for future studies
might be to match the control subjects according to level of
education or general ability. Furthermore, longitudinal stud-
ies are needed to determine how changes inDTI parameters of
the CC are related to general functional outcome, including
measures of bimanual coordination. For example, Wang and
colleagues (2008) found that DTI measurements of the ante-
rior body and splenium of the CC at the acute stage of injury
showed strong correlations with the GlasgowOutcome Scale-
Extended scores. Such longitudinal designs would also be
beneficial to tackle potential confounds, such as partial vol-
ume effect-related covariates that can modulate the diffusion
measures (Vos et al., 2011).
In summary, this is the first report applying a new parti-
tioning method for the CC in TBI patients. We have found a
reduction in FA and increased RD in the prefrontal, primary
sensory, and parietal regions, which suggests disruption in
interhemispheric tracts connecting primary sensory fibers and
fibers coursing through the prefrontal and posterior parietal
regions. Disruption in these pathways is associated with sig-
nificant bimanual coordination deficits observed in the TBI
patients. Interestingly, distinct callosal subregions are inde-
pendently associated with specific bimanual coordination
maneuvers spanning the continuum from clinical (manual
abilities) to laboratory (cognitive control) in a meaningful
task-specific manner. These brain-behavior relations pave the
way for DTI-based biomarkers to improve TBI diagnostics/
prognosis, and for follow-up of motor deficits.
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